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Department:     Planning Performance & Communications 
  
Review Period  Quarter 4 
 

Departmental Summary: 
 

The last financial year was one of the most challenging ever for the department, with nearly all staff involved to varying degrees on 
researching, developing, writing and consulting on the Fire Authority’s Integrated Risk Management Plan for 2013-14 (IRMP10). This is the 
Authority’s most ambitious and far-reaching plan to date and completion of a robust consultation programme was essential to ensure the 
involvement of key partners, staff and the community. Obtaining accreditation from the national Consultation Institute meant that the 
organisation became the first fire and rescue service in the country to gain their seal of approval. 
 
Other key projects during the year included: 

• Taking on incident media relations for Cumbria FRS and updating their website through a service-level agreement   

• the research and production of new three-year corporate strategies covering corporate communications and community engagement  

• the writing, design and distribution of the Authority’s Annual Report to all 488,000 residential and business premises across Cheshire 

• the development of a refreshed corporate performance management framework presented to the Performance and Overview 
Committee 

� the formal launch of a new system to manage the content of the Service’s website and Intranet 
� the development of specification briefs for a new corporate performance management system and local access to the national Incident 

Recording System (IRS). 
 
A small number of projects, including an updated code of corporate governance action plan, were put on hold or delayed pending updates 
from the Government or factors outside the control of the department. All issues still relevant have been carried forward into the 2013-14 plan.  
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Departmental Performance: 
 

Headline Performance Commentary 
All of the department’s main indicators have shown improvements during the year. In particular the website saw major increases over target in 
both page views and unique visitor numbers, with major spikes of interest during the three month IRMP consultation programme. 
 
Targets for staff satisfaction for the 2013-14 survey have been adjusted to reflect the expected impact of the organisational change 
programmes affecting all areas of the organisation. 

 
Financial Performance: 
 

At year end the department was underspent on its original budget by approximately 10 per cent.  The biggest single factor was a number of 
posts being kept vacant or only filled on a temporary basis pending the departmental value for money review, which is now scheduled for July 
2013.  Departmental revenue budgets will also be reviewed following the review to reflect changes in external communication arrangements, 
including the impact of the North West Control project. 
 

  

Equality & Diversity – Monitoring information: 
 

E&D Activity/Target/Objective Summary of progress to date 

 Increased stakeholder mapping as part of IRMP 10 consultation This was completed and is now being factored into all future Service-wide 
consultation programmes. 

 Launch interactive corporate system for developing and monitoring 
equality impact assessments (EIAs). 

This was completed and is now used to track progress through the 
Equality Task Group. 

  


